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ABSTRACT 

Radio~frequency resonances of the metastable state 3P2 of both 

even and odd isotopes of XeI were observed by monitoring the change of 

absorption of the A = 8409 R resonance radiation. The metastable 

state 3P2 of Xe was produced and aligned by the impact of a unidirec

tional electron beam having high electron-current density and low 

energy. The high electron-current density beam has been achieved by 

using a diode-structure electron gun under the space-charge-neutralization 

condition. Several values of the g factor of odd isotopes of Xe were 

measured as 

g(J = 2, I = 1/2, F = 5/2) -1.2007±O.oo40, 

g(J = 2, I = 3/2, F = 3/2) = - 1.2007±O.0040 

g(J 2, I = 1/2, F = 3/2) = - 1.7986±o.0023 

By using the same experimental arrangement and technique, we have 

observed spin-exchange-type collisions between the singly ionized ground 

state 2P3/2 of Xe and the metastable state 3P2 of neutral Xe, both being 

aligned, not oriented by electron impact. So far as we know, this is 

the first observation of spin-exchange collisions between the aligned 
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ground state of ionic atoms and the metastable state of neutral atoms 

both having P configuration. Up to the present stage of the experiment, 

the mechanism,of this kind of collisions is still not clear; only a 

phenomenological explanation has been given. Calculation of the signal 

with the help of the solution of rate equations (in which it has been 

assumed that the angular momentum changes by only one unit at each 

collision) showed fair agreement with the experimental results. The 

1 2. 
va ue of..,.,the gJ factor of· the ionic ground state P 3/2 of Xe was measured 

as gJ(J: 3/2, I =0) = - 1.3344±0.0003. 

We observed intensity beats in the resonance absorption by the 

coherently excited nondegenerate magnetic sublevels of the metastable 

state 3P2 of Hg that was formed by impact excitation by a high-frequency 

modulated low-energy, unidirectional electron beam. Since no radio-

frequency oscillating magnetic field is needed, this experiment can 

offer a new method for investigating the excited state of atoms having 

total angular momentum J > 1/2. 

\.", .' 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Radio-Frequency Resonance of the Metastable State 3P2 

of the Neutral Xenon Atom 

'ro observe the radio-frequency resonance one must obtain a reasonable 

number of the metastable atoms that are either aligned or oriented. 

1bough the lifetime of the metastable states of some noble gases such 

as helium, neon, and argon is known to be a few milliseconds at a 

pressure of about I mm of Hg,1,2 all the metastable states of the noble 

gases except helium have very fast relaxation times of alignment even 

1 with a buffer gas of So ground state, this fast relaxation is due to 

the P configuration of the parent state of the metastable states of all 

the noble gases except helium. 3 This implies that success in observing 

the rf resonance of the metastable states of noble gases with a P con-

figuration of the parent state depends on a means of attaining very fast 

pumping speed. The difficulty in this has been overcome by Hadeishi 

et al. in their experiment on rf resonance of the metastable state of 

neon3 by using a diode-structure electron gun which can emit a high-

current-density, low-energy, unidirectional electron beam under the 

space-charge-neutralization condition to excite a sufficient amount 

of the metastable states of neon; the neon metastable state becomes 

aligned during the electron transit of a distance corresponding 

approximately to the atomic diameter. 

In addition to the fast pumping speed, the electron-impact excita-

tion can put the atoms in any excited state and any ionic state with 

fewer selection-rule restrictions than optical excitation. But these 

excited atoms can be only aligned and not oriented (this is shown in 
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Sec. II-A). This is apparently a disadvantage of electron-impact 

excitation. However, we converted this disadvantage into a useful 

condition for the "spin-exCl1ange" type of collisions between the 

metastable state of neutral xenon atoms and the ground state of 

singly ionized xenon. 

For electron energy near the threshold of the metastable state 

3P2, the magnetic sublevel with m
J 

== 0 (which is excited from the 

ground state ISo) is preferentially populated. If the electron

exchange process is taken into account, m
J 

== ± 1 of the 3P2 state 

are populated, too. Now if we apply a radio-frequency oscillating 

magnetic field perpendicular to the external static magnetic field 

and at the Larmor frequency of the 3P2 state, and if the intensity 

of the rf magnetic field is high enough, a population equalization 

will occur among all the magnetic sublevels of the 3P2 state--or we 

can say that the relaxation time among the magnetic sublevels is 

c.aused to approach zero. Therefore as the absorption of a selected 

spectral line by the 3P2 state changes, a resonance curve will be 

obtained, if we steadily change the frequency of the rf magnetic 

field or the magnitude of the external-statk magnetic field near 

the neighborhood of the resonance frequency or field. This is the 

basic idea of rf resonance spectroscopy . 

. For the rf resonance of the metastable state 3P2 of xenon, the 

experimental arrangement was almost identical to that used by Hadeishi 

in his neon experiment. But sQme improvements have been made, namely 

the optical system arrangement uses two photomultipliers instead of 

one to cancel out the 120-Hz fluctuation4 from the light source, which 
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was being discharged by a microwave cavity, and rf amplitude modulation 

is employed instead of external static magnetic-field modu~ation. 

The reasons we chose xenon are: (a) xenon has a rela,ti vely large 

atomic number, so tha~ one could achieve space-,charge neutralized 

electron flow quite effectively; (b) among all the noble gases, only 

even... 
xenon has even and odd natural isotopes evenly distributed. 51j.xe: 

52.39%; o;~xe: 47.62% (129Xe with nuclear spin 1= 1/2, 26.44%; 13~e 

with I = 3/2, 21.18%); (c) the odd isotopes of xenon have different 

nuclear spin states. 

~le relevant energy levels of a xenon atom used in our experiment 

are shown in Fig. 1. 

B. Radio-Frequency Resonance of the Ground State of Singly Ionized 

Xenon Observed Through the Collision 

with the Metastable State of the Neutral Xenon Atom 

One of the newer forms of high-precision radio-frequency spectros-

copy is spin-exchange optical pumping, in which an electron with speci-

fied spin orientation is interchanged with,a second electron with a 

different spin orientation. In this type of experiment two species, 

A and B (e.g., sodium atoms and' quasi-free electrons) are contained in 

a vapor cell; A is oriented by the absorption of circularly polarized 

resonapce radiation. The degree of orientation of A is observed by 

monitoring the change of absorption of the incident Circularly polarized 

resonance radiation by the vapor cell. Through spin-exchange collisions, 

the orientation is transferred to the other species, B. If a radio-

frequency oscillating magnetic f~eld with suitable frequency is now 

applied to B to disorient it, this disorientation transfers bac,k to 
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Fig. 1. Relevant energy levels of aXe atom used in the experiment. 
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A via spin-exchange collisions; this results in an increase in absorp-

tion of the incident circularly polarized resonance radiation by species 

A in the vapor cell. This method of studying one species in terms of 

a second species is a very powerful experimental technique. One can 

thus measure the properties of atoms that cannot be observed directly. 

Delnnelt, the first to perform this kind of technique, determined 

a very precise value of the Lande g factor for the electron by utilizing 

the spin exchange between optically oriented sodium atoms and quasi

free electrons.5 This is of considerable interest in testing for the 

theoretical values 

11 s 0: 
~ 1 + + higher-order terms , 

110 2:rr 

obtained from quantum electrodynamics. 

Spin exchange has been used to orient the K, Rb, and Cs atoms 

through collisions with other optically oriented alkali 6 atoms, and to 

study the ground-state hyperfine structures of H, D, T, 14N, 15N, and 

p.7 In addition, nuclear orientation of 3He has been achieved by this 

kind of techniqUe. 8 

The technique of transferring orientation from optically pumped 

oriented atoms to the ground state of ionized atoms was_ also first 

introduced by Dehmelt. 9 By using a sophisticated rf quadrupole ion 

trap he succeeded in observing spin-exchange collisions between oriented 

4 + 
Cs atoms and ionized He. The same kind of ion trap was used and a 

very high resolution of 3He+ ion hyperfine-structure spectra was studied 

10 recently. 

So far as we know, all the observations and measurements through 

the spin-exchange mechanism dealt only with the orbital angular momentum 
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L = 0 states of atoms or ions. If only those states with L = 0 are 

considered, then the transformation of orientation of atoms or ions 

through the collisions between two different species of atoms or ions 

can obviously be a-ttributed to "spin exchange"j of course, the electron 

exchange is also to be counted in certain cases. 

But in our "spin-exchange" experiments on the metastable state of 

neutral xenon atoms and the ground state of Singly ionized xenon,ll 

instead of being oriented, both states were aligned as a result of the 

high-current-density electron-beam impact excitation. Furthermore, 

both states have an orbital angular momentum L = 1 unit. Though we 

names "spin exchange" the mechanism for the transformation of angular 

momenta, the mechanism is not so obvious as in collision between an 

oriented atom and an unoriented atom, both with zero orbital angular 

momentum. Before making a more thorough study theoretically and experi-

mentally, to understand the mechanism involved, we tried to avoid this 

kind of complicated situation by assuming, in addition to the conserva-

tion of the total angular momentum of the two species, that the change 

of the total angular momentum component ,Jz of each atom can be only 

+ one unit during the collision between these two atoms Xe and Xe • 

Under these assumptions, the rate equations have been written, the 

relative signals then can be calculated from their solution for both 

rf resonance of the metastable state of neutral xenon atoms, and rf 

resonance of the ground state of the singly ionized xenon atoms. The 

calculation shows fairly good agreement with the experimental results. 

It also shows that, since both atoms are aligned, no rf resonance 

effect of the ionic ground state will be observed by monitoring the 

, I 
'C, 
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absorption change of the metastable state of the neutral atoms caused 

through the IIspin-exchange" collisions, unless the total angular 

momentum J of the ionic ground state is larger than 1/2. This can be 

readily seen from the aligned production of the ionic ground state and 

the equally probable collisions with the metastable state of neutral 

atoms, for which both magnetic sublevels m
J 

~ + 1/2 and -1/2 are 

equally populated no matter whether the ionic ground state is at rf 

resonance or not. 

The relevant energy levels of neutral xenon and of singly ionized 

xenon used in this experiment are shown in Fig. 2. 

Since the spectral lines terminating on the ionic ground state of 

+ Xe lie in the vacuum ultraviolet region, the values ofg factors and 

the hyperfine-structure constant of this state have not yet been deter-

mined. The IIspin-exchangell technique used here probably offers a 

+ comparatively easy way to measure these values not only for Xe but 

also in other noble gases having total angular momentum J > 1/2. 

C. Intensity Beats in Resonance Absorption Due to Coherent Excitation 

of the Metastable State of the f.;):ercury Atom 

Breit has shown a possibility of coherent excitation of nondegenerate 

levels if the exciting resonance readiation is pulsed in a time much 

shorter than the relaxation time of the excited states. 12 A reason 

for this is that the shorter the light pulse, the broader the range 

of the spectral frequency. Therefore, if the width of the line 6v 

is larger than the neutral width and the separation of the nondegenerate 

levels, these levels are excited in a time of order 6t ~ 1/6v < T, 
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Fig. 2. Relevant energy levels of aXe atom and of a singly ionized 

Xe used in the experiment. 
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where T is the natural lifetime of the excited states; this means that 

all the nondegenerate states are excited by one wave packet, provided 

the excitations are allowed by the optical selection rule. Under such 

excitation conditions the phase differences among the nondegenerate 

levels are perfectly definite. Such excited states are called coherently 

excited states. The interference of resonance radiations emitted or 

absorbed by coherently produced state s "results in beat phenomena. 

13-22 In recent years, several experiments have demonstrated the 

existence of intensity beats in the spontaneous radiation of atoms with 

a nondegenerate excited state. Thus far three methods have been used 

to produce uniformity of phase in the beats: (1) pulse excitation,20-22 

(2) harmonic modulation of the intensity of excitation,13- 17 (3) modula-

18 19 tion of frequency of the transition between the nondegenerate levels. ' 

Excited states have been produced coherently not only by modulated or 

pulsed light, but in some experiments also have been obtained by modulated 

electron-beam impact. 14,16,22 

That coherent excitation can be achieved by electron impact is 

obvious. Since, in general, the electron-beam energy is not mono~ 

energetic, for nondegenerate levels (Zeeman magnetic sublevels) the 

necessary condltion that the spread of the electron energy L\E be 

larger than the Zeeman-level separation under the weak externally 

applied magnetic field is well satisfied. In addition to this require-

ment, there must be preferential or selective excitation of certain 

Zeeman levels in order to have coherence among the Zeeman levels. 

In our experiment, the metastable state 3P2 of Hg atoms was 

coherently excited by modulated, unidirectional electron-beam impact; 

we used optical absorption to detect coherent excitation (see Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Relevant energy levels of a Hg atom used in the experiment. 
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II. THEORY 

A. Alignment of the Excited state of an Atom by Electron Impact 

By electron-impact excitation, the excited atoms are aligned. This 

means that the sublevels with M and - M are produced with equal proba-

bility. Suppose that the energy of the incident electron is only slightly 

higher than the threshold of the excited state, and the angular momentum 

of the incident electron is zero before the collision, then the angular 

momentum of the scattered electron is zero, since the electron's linear 

momentum is near zero after the collision. From consideration of the 

conservation of angular momentum and neglect of the effect of electron 

exchange, we expect the sublevel of the excited state having the same 

M value to be selectively excited; Le., in this case excitation of 

~q = 0 results. Electron exchange results in 6M == ± 1. 

For excitation energies higher than the threshold of the excited 

state, Percival and Seaton23 used the Born approximation to calculate 

the exci ta tion cross section for H and He. 'I'hough Born approximation 

is good only for the high-energy case, the results were in fairly good 

agreement with the experimental results except in the region very close 

to the threshold, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5,where the percentage 

polarization is defined by P == 100(1" - 1
1

)/1" + II, I" and II are 

the radiation intensities in a direction perpendicular to the electron 

beam with the electric vector parallel and perpendicular respectively 

to the electron beam, and V is the threshold energy of the upper excited 
~ 0 

state divided by electronic charge e. 

Here we do a brief calculation for the transition of hydrogen from 

(100) state to (21 m) state by using the Golden rule instead of the Born 
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Fig. 4. Percentage polarization for lD -ry lp transitions as functions 

of J(vjv ). Dashed curve gives calculated result for He 3l D -rylp o 
(Born approximation). Full-line curve gives experimental result 

for Hg 7l D -) 6l p (Skinner and Appleyard 1927). Reproduced from 

Percival and Seaton, Ref. 23. 
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Fig. 5. Polarization of Hg lines as functions of J(v/Vo )' Full-

line curves give experimental results of Skinner and Appleyard 

(1927). Crosses give calculated threshold polarizations (for 

isotopes with I = 0 and assuming LS coupling for the collision 

process). Dashed curves are extrapolations of full-line curves 

neglecting experimental results for energies less than those at 

which maximum polarization was measured. Reproduced from Percival 

and Seaton, Ref. 23. 
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approximation and neglecting the spin-orbit coupling, electron exchange, 

etc. 'lnis computation shows the alignment of the (21 m) states, as the 

incident electron energy is higher than that of the threshold of the 

(21 m) states. 

Consider the inelastic collision of a fast electron with a hydrogen 

in its ground state (Fig. 6)j the differential cross section dcr/dD for 

the scattering of the electron accompanied by the excitation of the 

hydrogen atom to an excited state is calculated as follows. The unper-

turbed Hamiltonian is 

H o 
(1) 

The perturbation is the electrostatic energy of interaction between the 

incident electron and the valence electron, the nucleus of the atom, 

HI ( 2) 

The unperturbed wavefunctions are eigenfunctions of H , which we choose 
o 

to be 

-1/2 
V exp(i.!!o ·.!:1)ulOO(~2) , initial state, 

-1/2 . 
V eXP(1.!!·£1)u2lm (£2) , 

1 
final state, 

where V is the volume of the box normalization, k2 = k2 - (2m/fi2)(3e 2/8a ) 
o 0 

by considering the energy conservation 

a is the radius of the first Bohr orbit. o 

The matrix element of HI bet~een (100) and (2lm
l

) states is 
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Fig. 6. Collision of a fast electron and a H atom. 
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(4) 

By using the Golden rule, the transition rate w == (2:rr/fi) IH~iI2p(f), 

and knowing that 

we get 

therefore 

Now let us calculate the matrix element H~i' Because of the 

2/ orthogonality of u2lm and ulOO ' the term e r l in the integrand contri-
1 

butes nothingj this is to be expected physically, since interaction 

between the incident electron and nucleus cannot produce excitation of 

the atomic electron. Thus 

where B == .E 1 - .E2 , and 

Now 

== exp(i~·.E2) m exp( iKR cos e) R sin e dRdedcp , 
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where we have taken the polar axis of B along the direction of momentum 

transfer vector K. Therefore 

JexP(ilS;'El ) 4n: 100 

----- = K eXP(ilS;'E2) sin KRdR 
r 12 0 

= 4n: exp(iK'r ) lim 
K - -2 ~O 

Thus 

1
00 

o 

-cxR 
sin KRe dR 

If we choose the three final states m = ± 1, 0 with their polar axis 
1 

along the momentum transfer vector lS;, it is readily seen that 

Therefore 

H' (m = 0) ~ 0 fi 1 F 

~~ (final state is 2 1 ±l) = 0 , 

~~ (final state is 2 1 0) 1= 0 

show only the (2 1 0) state being excited, as shown in Fig. 7. 

(8) 

( 10) 

Since in our experiment the direction of the unidirectional elec-

tron beam is regarded as the quantization axis whenever there is no 

externally applied magnetic field present. Those states of the hydrogen 

atom which are excited can be obtained by operating on the above-defined 

(210) state with a rotation operatorL)(l), which in matrix form is24 
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Fig. 7· If the momentum transfer vector K is taken 

as the quantization axis, only the state (2 1 0) 

of H atom can be excited by a fast electron. 
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-ia 1 + cos ~ -iT 
e 2 e 

sin ~ e-iT 

.[2 

ia 1 - cos ~ -iT 
e 2 e 

cos ~ 

ia sin ~ 
e 

.[2 

-ia 1 - cos ~ iT 
e e 

.[2 

ia 1 + cos ~ iT 
e 2 e (11) 

The resulting state function is now a linear combination of (211)(210) 

and (2 1 -1) with coefficient c l = _e-ia(sin ~/.[2), Co = cos ~, and 

c_ l ~ eia(sin ~/.[2). We can notice that 

. 2 A = Sln t'_ 

2 
; (12) 

(2 1 1) and (2 1 -1) states are equally populated. This indicates that 

an alignment of the excited state can be achieved by a unidirectional 

electron-beam impact. 

B. Rate Equations of the Metastable State of the Neutral Xe Atom Colliding 

+ With the Ionic Ground State of the Xe Atom 

+ 2 
By electron-impact excitation the magnetic sublevels of Xe ( P3/2) 

and xe(3P2) are selectively excited. The magnetic sublevels M == 0 
J 

and ± 1 of xe(3P2) should be selectively excited at the energy of the 

corresponding threshold ener~J of excitation (an experimental proof 

is given at the end of this section showing that even though the energy 

of the incident electron is a few eV higher than the threshold energy 

of the excitation, this statement still holds true). Because no theo-

retical calculation or prediction has been given for the population 

distribution of the ionic ground state of atoms under electron impact, 

it is not reasonable to assume that the magnetic sublevelsM~ == ± 1/2 
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of xe+(2P3/2) wouldbe selectively excited at the energy of the corre

sponding threshold energy of excitation; furthermore, since we expect 

no threshold-energy condition to be rigorously satisfied, we assign the 

production rates ex' and t3' for the magnetic sublevels M' == ± 3/2 
J 

and 

± 1/2 Similarly, we assign the production rates ex, t3, 

and Y for the magnetic sublevels M
J 

= ± 2, ±l, and 0 of Xe(3p2 ) • 

Since the electron-impact excitation aligns the excited atoms only, 

the production rate forM
J 

of Ml is the same as for - M
J 

or - Ml· 

The metastable state and ionic ground-state spin-relaxation rates 

W. '. and w .. represent the processes that tend to cause the magnetic 
lJ lJ 

I 

sublevel population to reach its thermal equilibrium distribution by 

collisions with the container wall, electrodes, and impurities, etc., 
, '\ 

excluding the process involving collision interaction with metastable 

ionic ground states. 

Coupling between the metastable-state atoms and the ionic grouIl:d-

state atoms are induced through collisions. Equilibrium between the 

two systems is established in the characteristic time 1 t ~ -- for 
vaN 

the ionic ground state, and 1 
T ~ -- for the metastable, "\.;here a, v, van 

N, and n are respectively the total exchange cross section (lrspin 

exchange" associated with electron exchange), relative velocity, -

metastable-state atom density, and ionic ground-state atom density. 

In addition to ionic ground-state -- metastable-state collisions, 

we should consider collisions of the metastable state with lSO isotropic 

atoms whose nuclear spins are not zero, as well as collision of atoms 

having the same configuration. (Nuclear alignment of the l3~e ground 

state through exchange collision with the aligned metastable state was 
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observed recently by us. 25 A brief description is given in this thesis.) 

For simplicity, we include such processes in W .. 
lJ 

+ 2 
assume that due to collisions between Xe ( P

3
/ 2) 

and w. .• We further 
lJ 

and xe(3P2) the angular 

momentum component J changes at most one unit per collision. Table I 
z 

shows all the possibilities of J change under the condition of conserva
z 

tion of total angular momentum of the two colliding systems. 

Let N2, Nl , NO' N_ l , and N_2 be the population densities of the 

magnetic sublevels of xe(3P2) corresponding M
J

:= 2, 1, 0, - 1, and - 2. 

Similarly let n3/2' nl / 2, n_ l / 2, and n-3/2 be the population densities 

of the magnetic sublevels of xe+(2p3/2) corresponding to M~:= 3/2, 1/2, 

- 1/2, and - 3/2 (though we already know that N2 == N_ 2, Nl = N_ l , etc., 

the population density notations used in the above way will simplify 

the calculation of the rate equations). From those assumptions, we 

construct the following rate equations: 

dNl Z N1Wlj + Z N.W· l 
IN + 13 := -dt 

jfl jfl J J T 1 

+ va[N2(n - n3/ 2) - N n + N .!!:] 
1 0 2 (14) 

dN 
1 0 1:: N W 1:: N.W. N := - . + + y dt 

jfO o OJ jfO J JO T 0 

+ va [N .!!:- N n + N .!!:] (15) 1 2 0 -1 2 



1+]=2+ 1 
2 2 

3 1 0+-=1+-2 . . 2 

3 1 -1+-=0+-
2 2 

3 1 -2+-::::-1+-
2 2 

~ ( 

13 2+-=1+.. 2 2 

Table I. 

1 1 
1 + - = 2 + (- -) 2 2 

:::: 0 + J 
2 

1 1 0+- = 1 + (- -) 
2 2 

:::: (- 1) +] 
2 

1 1 
- 1 + - = 0 + (- -) 

2 2 

= (- 2) + ] 
2 

1 1 
- 2 + - = - 1 + (- -) 2 2 

M + M' - M + MI J J - J J. 

1 1 2+(--)=1+-2· 2 

1 3 1 + (- -) = 2 + (- -) 2 2 
. 1 = 0 +-

2 

1 3 o + (- -) = 1 + (- -) 
2 2 

1 
== (- 1) +-

2· 

1 3 - 1 + (- -) = 0 + (- -) 2 2 
1 

= (- 2) + "2 

1 3 - 2 + (- -) = - 1 + (- -) 2 2 

2 + (- ]) :::: 1 + (- 1) 
2 2 

1 + (- ]) 
2 

o + (- ]) 
2 

:::: 0 + 1: 
2 

= (- 1) + (.;. 1) 
2 

- 1 + (- ]) 
2 

:::: (- 2) +'(- 1:) 
2 

~~ A'::' 

I· 
I\) 
I\) 
I 
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and 

+ L. n w / - ~ n / + a' 
jt3/2 j j,3 2 T' 3 2 

+ vcr[- n
3
/ 2 (N - N2) + nl / 2 ~] (18) 

dn 3/2 1 
- = - L. n /. w / + L. n.w. -3/2 - --, n-3/2 + a' 
dt jt-3/2 -3 2 -3 2,j jt-3/2 J J, T 

( 21) 

+2 +3/2 
where N= L. N. and n = L. n. 

j=-2 J j=- 3/2 J 

T and T' are respectively the relaxation times of the Xe(3P2) and the 

+ 2 
Xe ( P

3
/ 2) to other configuration states. 
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For simplicity, we assume a uniform spin-relaxation rate and write 

W == W
iJ

., W == W •• j then, in a steady state,dN./dt :::: 0, dn./dt :::: 0. We 
lJ J . J 

have 

and 

a - -

a 
W 

W 

(22) 

(26) 

(28) 

,1j .. 
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n / + n / + n / - 3n. / =~, n / _ ~ _ va[n / ~ 3 2 1 2 -1 2 -3 2 T w -3 2 w w -12 2 

(30) 

Adding Eqs. (22-26) and (27-30) gives us 

and 

satisfying the conservation of particles. 

Now we solve for N's first, subtracting each of Eqs. (22-26) from 

Eq. (31), and, noting that N2 == N_ 2, Nl == N_ l , we get 

Solving Eqs. (33-35), we get 

N + ~ nva 
N _---::--_..:..W:.-.· ___ + 1: W 

2 == 1 va 2 5 + __ 1 + __ va(n_n / ) 
5 + TW + -W(n-n3/ 2) TW W 3 2 



Nl -

5 

and 

va " no;) nva (N + I) '-(n-n L N +...,. 
+1: W W 

+ W 3 2 W 
(N + ~) 

1 va ( ) 2 
5 

1 nva 
5 + - + - n-n L + - +--

TW, W ' 3 2 TW W 

1 + - + TW 
nva 
W 

" ,2 2 2 
1 n(n-n3L2)(v a /W ) 

2 1 va ( ) 5 + - + - n-n / TW W 3 2 

N+I 
W 

nva 
+ __ ..".;W~ __ N 

1 
2 

1 a 1 nva 1 5 + - + nv 5 + - + --
TW W TW' W 

(nva) 2 
W 

+ ~ + nva 
5 TW W 

, (37) 

3 Now we shall calculate the magnetic resonance signal of the P2 

metastable state first. When a rf oscillating magnetic field is applied 

at right angles to the externally applied magnetic field H , and if the 
o 

intensity of the rf,oscillating magnetic field is high enough so that 

its amplitude Hl'satisfies sin YHI T/2 "'" 1,26 where Y is the gyromagnetic 

ratio of the state under magnetic resonance, and T is its relaxation 

time, the magnetic-dipole interaction causes the atom to transit between 

the adjoining magnetic sublevels of the 3P2 state. Since the rate of 

change of the population of each magnetic sublevel is not only dependent 

on the transition rate but also on its own population, therefore, the 

population of the originally more populated sublevel will transit toward 

the adjoining originally less populated" sublevels faster than those 

immigrating into thi.s sublevel until all magnetic sublevels are equalized, 

and an equilibrium state (steady state) is then reached. From Eqs. 

(36-38), we see that if we let the spin-relaxation time for each magnetic 

sublevel of the 3P2 metastable state approach zero, N±2' N±l' and NO 

will all approach N!5. This indicates that when some state is at rf 

magnetic resonance, its spin-relaxation time tends to equal zero. 
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Table II gives the relative absorption probabilities for linearly 

polarized light corresponding to 3p __ 38 electric-dipole transitions. 
2 1 

When the externally applied magnetic field- Ho is parallel to the 

electron-beam direction, and the rf oscillating magnetic field perpen-

dicular to it, the change of absorption of the incident resonance radia-

tion linearly polarized parallel to H due to the magnetic resonance 
o 

of the 3P2 metastable state is 

4 . 
5 (~ + y - 2a) ~ 

where 

N+I 

6No = (No)rf resonance - (No)steadY state ~3 - 5 + ~ +wEY£ 
TW W 

~ ;5 (2a + 2~ - 4 y) ~ , 

N+~ 
6Nl = (Nl)rf resonance - (Nl)steady state ~ 3 - 5 + ~ +wEY£ 

TW W 

1 1 
~ 25 (y + 2a - 3~) W J 

if we neglect the term that arises from collisions. 

When the incident linearly polarized resonance radiation is 

polarized perpendicular to the Ii direction, the change of the absorp
o 

tion is given by 

where 

N+~ 
W 

1 va ) 
+ - + -(n-n / TW W 3 2 



Table II. Relative absotption probabiliti~s between 

magnetic sublevels of 3p and of 38 states . . 2 1 

:", 

Light polarized parallel to H direction 
0 

3 p . 

3 2 2 1 0 1 2 
8

1 

1 0 6 0 0 0 

0 0 0 8 () 0 

- 1 0 0 0 6 0 

Light polarized perpendicular to H direction 
0 

\3p 
3 2 2 1 0 - 1 -2 8

1 

1 6 0 1 0 0 

0 0 3 0 3 0 

- 1 0 0 1 0 6 

~: 

:;: 
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Since the energy of the incident electron we used is only about 

3 to 5 eV above the threshold energy of excitation for the 3P0 state, 
L 

we expect Y and t' > a. Therefore, we notice that from Eqs. (37) and 

(40) the absorption of the linearly polarized light polari7.ed parallel 

to the H direction decreases as the magneti.c resonance condi tion for 
o 

the 3P0 state is satisfied. On the other hand, the resonance absorpt:Lon 
c: 

increases when the incident resonance radiation is linearly polarized 

perpendicular to the H direction. Figure 8 shows a resonance absorp
o 

tion curve of the xe(3P2 ) state, the linearly polarIzed incident 

resonance radiation belng polarized parallel to H direction, compared . 0 

with a resonance curve of the Cs ground state which was optically 

oriented; an identical detection system was used for the two resonances. 

Since we are familiar with the fact that the absorption of the oriented 

atoms increases when it is at magnetic resonance, then Fig. 8 verifies 

that the resonance absorption of the 3p" state of Xe decreases as the 
c .. 

incident resonance radiation is linearly polarized parallel to H 
o 

direction. 

+ 2 
For the magnetic resonance of Xe ( P3/2)' ciust as for the resonance 

n I '" n/4, if the radio-frequency oscillating 3 2 

magnetic field is strong enough. From Eqs. (36-38), we get 

ex N+- 2 2 
W (n 6J.lJ 

-- (N r ) -- (N2) steady state "" )va O(v ~ ) - n3/2 W + L ;:> at n3/~~-n/4 (5 + ~)2 4 'v? TW 
a N + - ' . ., <) 

bNl 
= 

(Nl ) at n3/2=n/4 (Nl ) steady state 
W n VeJ O(V,c~' ) - "'" 1 2(4 - Tl3/2)W + 

(5 + -) we, 
TW 

2 2 
~O - (NO)at n I "-'nih - (NO) steady "'" o + O(~) """0 . 

3 2 
state . if 
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XBB 678-4363 

Fig. 8. Left bell-shC1-ped curve is the rf resonance absorption curve of 

the oriented Cs ground state. Right curve is the rf resonance 

absorption of Xe (3 p 2) as incident resonance radiation polarized 

parallel to H direc tion. 
o 

" 
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Therefore, the signal strengths of xe+(2p3/2) ionic ground-state 

resonance observed by monitoring the absorption change of the metastable 

state are given (to the first order of va/W) by 

( 41) 

( 42) 

. 3 
Thus the sign of these signals compared with that of the Xe( P2) 

:<:n 
resonance depends on n3/2 >4· 

+ 2 
It is interesting to compare the signal strengths of Xe ( P3/2) 

and xe(3P2). Taking the ratio between Eqs. (39) and (41), we have 

Signaljj[Xe+(2P3/ 2)] == ;(* -n3/ 2)Nva ""-

Signaljj[xe(3p2)] (y + f3 - 2ex) 

1 1 "5 nTVO' "" the order of 10 ,(43) 

. t A ~ y/2 ex "" 0, 1 ~ 1011/ - 10- 3 Slnce we expec I-' ~ -, n3/2 ~ "2 n J n ~ cc, T ~ sec, 

5 / -13 2 v ~ 10 cm sec, and a "" 10 cm. 

This estimation is in fair agreement with the experimental result 

as shown in Fig. 26. 

c. Experiment on Absorption of Intensity Beats 

In the introduction and Part A of this section, we have shown how 

lye can produce the excited states of atoms coherently by electron-beam 

impact, and which magnetic sublevels of the excited state will be 
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selectively populated when the externally applied magnetic field H o 

is parallel to the unidirectional electron beam and the energy of the 

electron is near the threshold energy of excitation. For the xe(3p2) 

state, the M = 0 
J 

and ± 1 (because of the pre sence of electron exchange 

and the excitation energy of electrons above the threshold) sublevels 

- are preferentially populated (here we neglect the small population of 

= ± 2) • If now the external magnetic field is applied perpendicular 

to the direction of the electron beam, the states with M == 0 
J 

and 

M
J 

= ± 1 transform into the coherent states, which can be obtained 

24-by the following calculation: 

since 

where f)(j) (ex,(3,Y) is the rotation operator, ex, (3, and Yare Eulerian 

angles (Fl"g. 9)J" whenf)U)(ex,R,"y) operates on the functl"O ex R Y I-' ns, , 1-" 

are positive rotations of the functions with respect to a permanently 

fixed coordinate system, with the rotation by Y being performed first. 

and 

Namely, 

Therefore, 

f) ( j ) ( ) - f)( j ) ( ) ex,(3,y = fu t" ex,(3,Y nc lon 

f) ( j ) ( ) - f)( j ) ( ) f)( j ) ex,(3,Y = f t" ex,(3,y = (- y,- (3,- ex) unc lon axes 

= -im'ex -imY ~ (- l)K 
e e 6~K~'~"-+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=-~ 

K • J 

X "( (3) 2j-2K-m'+m ( " (3) 2K+m'-m cos - - Sln-- 2 2 
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z' 

J)i1'"lctlOft of ele,ttof\ beAm 

J)i"lctiolt of Ho 

y' 

r 

x 

X, 

XBL 678-4432 

Fig. 9. Eulerian angles. 
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is the general expression for the representation of the transformation 

properties of angular-momentum eigenfunctions under rotation through 

the Eulerian angles. 

Thus, in our experiment, 

+2 ( 
/}2) (0 _ 2E O)ljr(2) = L: 1jr(2) D 2) (0 _ 2E 0) 

axes ' 2' 0 ml '2' mlo ml=-2 

(44) 

and 

The wave function of the 3P2 state of a xenon atom is, therefore, 

't' f' fun t' 11,±(22)' 11,±(2
1
), d 11,(2) f t' a superpbs~ lon 0 e~gen c ~ons ~ ~ an ~ 0 magne ~c o 

sublevels; it can be written at time t as27 

where the multiplier e-(r/2) (t-to) takes account of the decay of the 

3p state (1.) :... E /li etc and t is the instant of excitation of the 2 ,. 2 - 2' ., 0 

atom. 

The probability of detection, at the instant t, of absorption of 

a photon with a certain polarization r.. is proportional to the square 

of the absolute value of the matrix element of the electric-dipole 

transition to the selectively allowable higher state 3S1, 

W(t,t ) ~ wet - t ) ~ 1 (3s 18 11jr(2»1 2 
o 0 1 r.. 

+1 
~ L: j (3 sl,mlxl1jr(2»j2 

m=-l 
(46) 

'.-
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since only Xe(3p2) is coherently excited, we can only sum over all the 

magnetic sublevels of xe(3s1) state, and we can call the polarization 

direction of the incident resonance radiation which propagates along 

the H direction as the x direction. 
o 

where 

Because 

M -m2 --

- £( t-t ) i(J.) (t-t ) 
2' 0 [M 2 0 - e c2 m2e 

(3 I I (2) Sl,m x ~2 ' etc., therefore 

-r(t-t ) +1 -i4w (t-t) * i4wlO(t-t ) 
w(t-t ) ~ e 0 L [A + B e 10 0 + B e 0 

o m=-l m m m 

-i3W (t-t) i3(J.)10(t-t ) -i3D (t-t) 
+ C e 10 0 + c*e 0 + D e 10 0 

m m m 

* i2(J.)10(t-to) -i(J.)lO(t-t) * i(J.)lO(t-t ) 
+ D e + E e 0 + E eO] 

m m m 

where 

+ c c* M M* , 
-2 -2 m,-2 m,-2 

B * * = c c)c 2M ')M? 
ill -c:.. m,-c::. m_ 

c*M M* * * C :=; c + c cJ,1 M m -2 1 m,-2 ml -1 L m,-l m2 

D * * * * c c*M M* ;:0 c 2c M 2M + c clM 1M 1 + , m - 0 m,- mo -1 m,- m o 2 mo m2 

* * * * * * * * c ,c M M + c c M M + c c M M + c c M M -2 -1 m,-2 m,-l -1 0 m,-l mo 0 1 mo mll 2 ml m2 



From Table III we know that 

+1 +1 +1 +1 
L. A :f O=.A , L. B = 0 , L. c = 0 , L. D :f o =. D , 

m=-l m m=-l m m=-l m m=-l m 

+1 
L. E = 0 

m=-l m 

We have, then, 

-r(t~t ) -i2ill (t-t ) i2ill (t-t ) 
w( t-t ) ex: e 0 [A + De 0 0 + D* e 0 0, (47) 

o 

where Wo =. wIO' which is the Larmor angular fre~uency of the xe(3P2) 

state. 

Now let us consider the case in which the electron beam is modulated 

periodically as 

(1 + cos rot) =. !-l(t). " (48) 

Then the number of photons absorbed per unit time at the instant t is 

proportional to the ~uantity 

I(t) ==ft !-l(t )W(t,t )dt =ft !-l(t )w(t-t )dt 
_~ 0 0 0 _00 0 0 0 

Substituting (48) into (49), and transforming to the variable of inte-

t ' t' t t [ b' th t (1 + cos /"t) 1 + _1 iwt + _1 e- iwt ] gra ~on = - 0 remem er~ng a ~ = 2 e 2 

we get 

I(t) = !:oo !-l(t-t')w(t')dt' = w(O) + ~[w(w)eiwt + w*(w)e- iwt ] J 

where w(w) = J+OO w( t')e -iwt' CIt'. Substituting E~. (47) into thi s 
_00 

e~uation, we get 

* w(w):= A + D D 
r + iw r + i (w + 2m ) + r + i (w - 2w ) 

o 0 
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Table III. Matrix elements of the x-component of electric 

dipole transition between J:= 2 and J:= 1 states (from Ref. 28). 

M12 := (1, llx 12, 2) := -.[3 (l/lxI12) 

Mll := (1,1IxI2,1) := ° 
MIO == (1,1IxI2,0) == ~ (1IlxIl2) 

.[2 
Ml,-l == (1,1IxI2,-1) := ° 

M02 == 

M == 01 

MOO == 

(1,0IxI2,2) == ° 
(1,0IxI2,1) := _ .[6 (l/lxll2) 

2 

(1,0IxI2,0) '" ° 

M - (1,0IxI2,-2) := ° 0,-2 

M_ l ,2 := (1,-1IxI2,2) == ° 
M_1,1 := (l,-1IxI2,1) := ° 
M (1,-1IxI2,0) == - J:.. (11IxI12) 

-1,0 .[2. 

M_l,-l:= (1,-1IxI2,-1) = ° 
M_ 1 ,_2:= (1,-llxj2,-2) ==.[3 (11Ixll2) 



therefore 

r cos x + an sin x 
21DI [ 2 O

2
] 

r + (an ) 

- x) r COS(illt - x) + (ill - an ).sin(illt 
+ I DI [----------::-~---

r2 + (ill - an ) 
o 

r COS(illt + x) + (ill + an ) sin (rot + x) 
+ __________ ~--------~o~~.-------] 

where x = arg D. 

r2 + (ill + an ) 2 
o 

. 0 

Thus we obtain an expected result. The first term shows the 

uninteresting case of resonance-absorption light being modulated with 

the electron-beam modulation that is always expected to occur. The 

second term shows the depolarization effect in the magnetic field, 

known as the Hanle effect. The third term shows the resonance behavior 

in the modulation amplitude of the absorbed light when ill::: an and 
o 

(J) = - 2ill. The term ill:::: - an shows the effect of reversing the . 0 0 

direction of the magnetic field. 

The above derivation dealt with an atom of which magnetic sublevels 

were produced coherently by a modulated electron beam. Since what we 

observed is the ensemble average value, it is advisable to derive the 

phenomena once again by using density matrix formalism. Though a very 

elegant theory of light beats has been formulated by Nedelec,29 we 

present a more straightforward theory to describe the phenomena observed, 

employing intuition without involving a great deal of complex mathe-

mati cal theory. 

Although the rf resonance curve of the xe(3P2) shown in Fig. 8' 

points out that the substates with m = 0 and ± 1 are more selectively 

<, 
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produced than m::: ± 2, there is no way of knowing by just what amount 

these states are produced by the electron-impact method used in the 

experiments. All we know is that if we take the electron-beam axis 

as an axis of quantization, the 3p state's wave function can be 
2 

represented as 

such that 'P22 ::: P- 22, Pll ::: P-l,-l' and POO and Pll > P22 , where Prum 

* is the diagonal density matrix element, defined as P = a (t)a (t). rum m m 

Also in this coordinate system, the phases of a 's are completely . m 

random, because of the cylindrical symmetry about the beam axis. 

Therefore, P I 
mill 

0, if m f- m'. However, if one would apply a 

magnetic field at some angle with respect to the electron beam, the 

o density matrix P in this new coordinate system would be given by a 

simJlartty transformation as 

po = [)(2)p (t==0)[)(2)t , 
o 

where [)(2) is the rotation operator for J::: 2. Therefore, in this 

coordinate system p~, f- 0, for certain m and m'. Because of the 

observed fact that at t::: 0, POO ' Pll > P22 , we are certainly justi

fied in assigning the production rate a, (3, and y to indicate the rate 

of production of the states with m == ± 2, ± 1, and O. The initial 

magnetic sublevel populations at the instant of excitation can be 

represented by 

1 
20, + 2(3 + Y 

0,00 
o (3 0 
o 0 y 
000 
000 

o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
(3 0 
o a 
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In addition, it was found experimentally that the selective excitation 

rate is independent of the magnitude of the externally applied magnetic 

field H. Suppose now the electron beam is injected perpendicular to o 

H , then we can write po as 
o 

" 0==/)(2)(0_2£0) /)(2)t(0_2£0) 
p , 2' Po '2" 

where 

1 1 .[6 1 1 
1+ 2 "4 2 "4 

1 1 
0 1 1 

2 2 2 2 

D(2)(0 _2£ 0) .[6 
0 1 

0 
.[6 -. 1} 1+ ' 2' 2 

1 1 
0 1 1 

2 2 2 2 

1 1 .[6 "1 1 
1+ 2 "4 2 "4 

therefore J we get 

r ~(at:~+3Y) 0 
.[6 
S(a:-y) 0 

1 1 -(a:+~) 0 2(a:-~) 2 

0 1 .[6 1 p = S(a:-y) 0 1+(3a:+y) 0 
2a:+2~+y 

1 ~(a:+~) 0 -(a:-~) 0 2 

~(a:-4~+3Y) 0 
.[6 
S(a:-y) 0 

1 
8(a:-4~+3Y) 

0 

.[6 
S(a:-y) 

0 

~(a:+4~+3Y) 

The time-rate change of the density matrix is then given by 

dp" i (lJ] . 0 1 - :::: - - L<l+,p - fp + P -dt h T 
P 

. (52) 
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where T is the electron pumping time ( similar to that of an optical p 

pumping time), i [Ji, p ] describes the process of time evolution of the 
h 

excited state due to interaction of'the magnetic dipole moment with the 

field H , and r is the spin-relaxation time. Since the Hamiltonian Ji 
o 

in Eq. (53) is equal to - ~·H , Eq. (53) can be written as 
-0 

dp , 
mm 
dt := - i(m-m')w p ,- rp ,+ Pmm

o 
, Tl , o mm mID 

p 

where Wo is the Larmor angular frequency of the' Hg(3P2) state. 

The time-dependent intensity of the light absorbed was derived by 

Barrat,30 as given by 

r(t) := B L 
mm'f.l 

where B is a. constant multiplication factor, and ~ the vector electric-

dipole operator. Thus ~~.~ denotes the polarization of the light in 

the ~~ direction. 

Since the electron beam is modulated periodically as (1 + cos wt), 

Eq. (54) can be written as 

The solution of this equation, noting that 1 + cos wt 

+ 1 -iwt . 
2 e ) 1S given by 

1 iwt 

~ P ~ I [r + i (! -m I ) W + -;:r:--+--:'iW-
2
--

e
+--:-'i 7( m---m--;-' )'w-

p 0 0 

1 -iwt 
2 e 

+ r - iw + i(m-m')w ] 
o 

1 iwt 
==1+2 e 
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Substituting (52) into (57), we get 

1 iwt "1". -iwt 
1 1 2 e 2 e 

P 22 - c "8 (a + 4~ + 3Y) [r + Y + iw + r - • iw := P - 2, - 2 ' 

1 -iwt 
- e 
2 i (0)_ cw )J-

o 
1 iO)t 1 -iillt 
- e 2 e 

4~ + 3Y) [r +1.; I.... + -=--_2~_--r-~ + 
.... LtW r + i (ill + 4w) . r - i (ill -

o 0 

1 iillt 1 - iillt 
1 1 2 e 2 e 

:= C 2(a + ~)[r + r + iO) + r - iill := P 1 1· , - ,-
1 iillt 1 -iO)t 

1 1 2 e 2 e 
Pl,-l:= c 2(a - ~)[r + icw + r + i(ill + cw ) + r - i(O) - 2ill )J 

000 

1 iillt 1 -iillt 

c ~(a 1 2 e 2 e 
P02 

:= Y)[r + r + i (w - cw) 
+ r - i(ill + cw ) J - iCWo 0 0 

1 imt 1 -iillt - e - e 1 1 2 2 
POO - c "4 (30; + y) (r + + r r + iill - iill 

1 iillt 1 .-iO)t 

:= 

PO,-2 

P -2,0 

1 1 2 e 2e 
( )[ +] and c 2 0; - ~ r _ i cw + r + i (ill - 20)) -;:r:-----i:-;("-ill-+ ~CW:---") , 

P -2,2 

where 

00· 0 

1 iO)t 1 -iillt 
1 [ 1 + 2

e 
2

e
] 

:= c "8 (a - 4.~ + 3Y) r _ i4w r + i (0) - 4{j) ) + r - i (ill + 4{j) ) 
000 

1 c =----:;...--
2a + 2~ + Y 

Next, we consider the observation of the resonance radiation 

absorption of linearly polarized,light polarized parallel to the x 

direction and propagating along the H direction; i.e., z direction'~ 
o 

Equation (55) then becomes 

, 
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where the M .. 's have been defined in the first part of this section, 
lJ 

and their values can be found from Table III. 

Therefore 

1 imt 1 - imt 
1 2 e 2 e 

I(t) == A[-r + r + --r--'-·-. + im - lm 

1 -imt 
2 e 

1 imt 
1 2 e 

+ D [r + i 2m + -=r:--+"-:-i 7"( m-+----,2m:---,-) 
o 0 

1 imt 1 -imt 
e e 

+ r- i(m - 3n ) + r 
o 

1 2 2] 
- i2m + r + i(m - 2m ) + r - i(m + 2m) , 
000 

where A and D are constant multiplication factors containing linear 

combinations of cx, 13, and Y and the reduced matrix element, etc. 

By rationalizing the denominators of the above equation, we get 

I(t) __ A[l: + r cos mt + C02 sin mt] + D 2r 
r r2 + m r2 + (2m ) 2 

sin mt r cos mt + (m - 2m ) 
+ D [---------0-

2
---

r2 + (m - 2m ) 
o 

o 

r cos wt + (m + 2m )sin mt 
o ] + -----~2-----------------

r + (m + 2m ) 2 
o 

which is identical to Eq. (50) derived before. 

, (60) 

Equations (50) and (60) also satisfy the case in which we expect 

no observable beat phenomena if the production rate is cx:=: 13 :=: Y; 

that is, there is no selective excitation of the Zeeman sublevels. 

Therefore, selective excitation must be achieved in order to observe 

the beat phenomena. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD A.J.I!D APPARA'IUS 

A~ Electron Gun and Light Source 

The electron gun, which is simply a diode structure, is the most 

important part in our experiments. For a detectable signal to be 

obtained, the following condi.tions 'should be met in the first place: 

(a) The electron beam should be unidirectionalj therefore, the gas 

pressure should be low to avoid multiple scattering of the electron 

beam. (b) 'I'he electron-beam current density should be high so enough 

3 + 2 of the Xe( P2) and Xe ( P
3

/ 2) states can be obtained. 

The maximum electron current that can flow from a hot cathode to 

an anode in high vacuum is limited by the space charge of the electrons. 

Normally the current under such conditions is too small to produce a 

sufficient amount of atoms in the metastable state and ionic ground 

state. However, from Langmuir's theory3l of space-charge-neutralized 

electron flow, we know that if even a small amount of gas is present 

and the applied voltage is higher than the ionization potential, the 

positive ions formed tend to neutralize the electron space charge. 

This neutralization allows the current to increase until it is limited 

only by the electron emission of the cathode, which depends on the 

temperature of the cathode. Under the condition of. space-charge 

neutralization, the cathode surface is covered by the positive ion 

sheath, and the rest of the space is filled by a nearly field-free 

plasmaj the voltage difference between the cathode and anode is 

concentrated between the cathode and ion sheath, so that the electrons 

receive most of their acceleration between the cathode and the sheath, 

and enter the relatively field-free plasma perpendicular to the cathode 

surface. 



." 

Thus, by the space-charge-neutralization method, the requirement 

of unidirectional high-electron-beam current can be satisfied. 

The electron gun is a simple diode structure, as shown in Fig. 10, 

consisting of a 3/4-in.-diameter indirectly heated Phillips cathode, 

which is barium oxide imbedded in molybdenum. This cathode can with-

stand the bombardment of positive ions produced by the electron impact, 

an anode made of a 35-mil-thick l-in.-diameter Ta disk, spot-welded to 

a tungsten rod which extends through the Pyrex tube envelope. The 

separation between the anode and the cathode is 2 cm. The electron 

gun was carefully processed by baking at 375°C for about 8 hours before 

-8 and after cathode activation under a vacuum pressure of about 10 mm 

of Hg. All electrodes were rf-bombarded at about 5000C for about 2 

hours. After activation the heat-shielded cathode was operated at 10500 C 

with a heater input power of 50 watts. The bifilar-wound indirect-heating 

element was constructed of a 20-mil tungsten wire coated with alundum 

(A120) by the cataphoresi s process. 32 Reagent-type Xe gas was intro

duced into the glUl, which was then operated by applying a dc voltage 

of about Xe ionization potential across the anode and the cathode for 

a few hours. The structure was flushed several times, saturating the 

electrodes with Xe gas to minimize the ion-pumping effect. After several 

-4 -3 flushings, Xe gas at the desired pressure (10 to 10· rom of Hg) was 

introduced into the gun and the gun was sealed off. Ordinarily, the 

gU11 with a glass bulb of 1 liter attached to it as a gas reservoir can 

be operated almost continuously for several months without any noticeable 

sign of deterioratiou. The electron gun used in the intensity-beats 

experiment is a little different from the electron gun filled with Xe 
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Fig. 10. Electron gun. 
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gasj it has a side tube containing a large drop of Hg, and the side tube 

was kept at room temperature, giving a vapor pressure of Hg about 10- 3 

torr. Using the Phillips cathode, we found it possible to expose the 

gun to the air for several short periods without any noticeable sign 

of a drop in electron emission. Although a reprocess cycle of the gun 

is necessary after each exposure to the air, the same sealed-off electron 

gun can be reopened to be cleaned up and to change the gas pressure. 

Characteristic curves for the electron gun are shown in Fig. 11. 

An electrodeless discharge of Xe gas, or of Hg mixed with Ne gas, 

was used as a resonance-radiation light source. A quartz tube (8 mID 

i.d. and 10 cm long) filled with Xe at a pressure of about 0.9 torr or 

filled ,-lith Ne at a pressure of a few torr and a few little drops of 

mercury, was place in a coaxial resonance cavity driven by a Diathermy 

microwave generator at about 2450 MHz (Diathermy MW/200). Maximum 

power output of the microwave generator used is about 100 watts. 

Although light intensity was high at maximum power output of the micro-

wave generator, it was necessary to operate at lower power in order to 

prevent the quartz tubing from melting from heat generated by the 

discharge. Because of the relatively hard driving of the discharge, 

the lamp usually lasted only about a few hundred hours; frequent replace-

ment of the lamp was required, although considerable care was taken in 

making the lamp by baking the quartz tubing at 3750 C for about 5 to 8 

o hours, and then heating it to about 1000 C as well as rf-discharging 

it while it was connected to the pump station during several flushings 

with Xe or Ne gas. The reason for its short life may be that the 

temperature of the sealed-off lamp under the microwave di,scharge in 
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Fig. 11. Characteristic curves for the electron gun when filled 
. -4 

with Xe gas at a pressure of about 10 torr. 
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the cavity was higher than the temperature it reached during its processing 

in the pump station, so that further outgassing of the quartz tubing took 

place, while He gas diffused into the tube. Since the gas- fi lled tube 

is very simple to construct, we made no further improvement on the lamIls. 

Since, in our experiments, the atoms were aligned by electron impact, 

not oriented by circularly polarized pumpi.ng light, we found that it was 

possible to use the resonance radiation emitted from the nearly field-

free plasma inside the gun as a light source to monitor the change in 

the resonance absorption by the metastable state of Xe or Hg existing 

in the same region. A very rough calculation shows (Fig. 12) that the 

absorption is at the same order of magnitude if the plasma in the gun 

has the same intensity as that of the light source. 

Suppose that the shape of the plasma column is rectangular, and 

that the atoms which emit the light of frequency v are uniformly distri-

buted in this column, then we can assign an A such that the light 
v 

intensity emitted from the layer of thickness dx, at a distance x from 
-k ('c-x) 

the left edge, is A dx. This intensity drops to dI = (A dx)e v v v v 

as it propagates to the right through the plasma column, where k is 
v 

the absorption coefficient. Therefore, the total intensity after absorp-

tion becomes 

( 61) 

where I = A.e i. s the total intensity of frequency v emHted from ov v 

the plasma in the gunj and the light intensity being absorbed, 

Iov(~ k.e), has the same order of magnitude as shown by the ordinary 

absorption formula k.e) • 
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Fig. 12. Calculation of the absorption of the light 

emitted from the plasma by the metastable states 

of atoms existing in the same region. 
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Although the light emitted from the Xe or Hg lamp is much more 

intense than that emitted from the gun) "lye did not gain any advantage 

by using the lamp as a light source. In addition to the small size 

of the radiant portion (the front end of the lamp which was facing the 

gun) and the limitation of the subtended solid angle of the inci.dent 

light by the lens) there always existed a 120-Hz light fluctuation of 

the lamp which was introduced from the microwave generator. rrhese 

fluctuations were so large they saturated the preamplifier unless we 

reduced the voltage of the photomultiplier tube. The result of the 

reduction of the photomultiplier tube's voltage was obviously a decrease 

in signal level. 

For the experiments reported in this thesis) we did not use the 

electron gun as a light source; the 120-Hz light fluctuation of the 

lamp had been overcome by either using a higher maximum i.nput voltage 

preamplifier such as 'l'ektronix L?2 (in the intensi ty- beat experiment)) 

or using two photomultiplier tube s and a simple bridge) which gave an 

output as the difference of the outputs from the two photomultiplier 

3 + 2 tubes [in the magnetic resonances of the Xe( P
2

)- and Xe (-P
3

/
2
)-state 

experiments]. This is given in detail in the next section. 

Two di.fferent optical arrangements have been used in the experi-

ments) as will be seen in Fjgs. 17 and 18. 

B. Arrangement of Two Photomultiplier Tubes for Reducing 

the Fluctuation of the Light of the Lamp 

In the experi.ment on the magnetic resonance of the xe(3p r,) and 
c 

+ 2 ' 
the Xe (P3/2) states) resonance-absorption light is split into t\.JO 
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beams by a beam splitter. One beam is polarized parallel to the electron 

beam and to the direction of the externally applied magnetic field H , o 

while the other beam is polarized pe~;pendicular to it. The two beams 

are detected by two identical RCA 7102 photomultiplier tubes. Since 

we amplitude-modulated the rf oscillating magnetic field at about 700 Hz, 

only the ac part of the photomultiplier tube output needed to be detected. 

A capacitor of 0.1 ~F and a resistor of 1 I~ is arranged so as to block 

off the dc part. 1"'he modulated signal and the 120-Hz fluctuation 'were 

then sent into a bridge construction, as shown in Fig. 13, the output 

from which was connected to the differential input of a PAR low-noise 

amplifier powered by rechargeable batteries. The difference between 

the two outputs of the 120-Hz fluctuation can be eliminated completely 

if the bridge and the applied voltage of the two photomultiplier tubes 

have been suitably adjusted. Contrarily, because of. their oppo si te 

signs, the two modulated signal outputs will add to each other, increasing 

the signal-to-noise ratio. That the signs of the two signals--of which 

one corresponds to the light beam polarized parallel to H , the other 
o 

corresponds to the other light beam polarized IJerpendicular to H -
o 

are opposite to each other has been shown in Sec. II.B, when we calcu

lated the absorption signals from the 3P2 to the 381 states of Xe. A 

more general calculation is given in the following. 

For simplicity, we consider only the'cases in which both J and J' 

are integers, and J == J' + 1 and J :=J' (Fig. 14). From considera-

tion of the transition matrix element, we know readily that the signs 

of signalll and signal1 should, respectively, be the same for the 

J = J' - 1 case as for the J = J' + 1 case. 
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Fig. 13. Balance of two identical photomultipliers. 
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Fig. 14. Absorption of the linearly polarized light by that state of 

the atom which has a total angular momentum J. 
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We have 

L N 
signalll IX W

1vlM
, 0M'M(2J+l - NM) 

MM' 

L N - N
M

) signal
1 

IX WMM , oM' ,M±l (2J+l , 
MM' 

where H
MM

, denotes the optical transition rate betltleen the IJM) and IJ"M') 

levels; N/2J+l is the population of each M sublevel of the J state at 

rf resonance; NM is the po pula tion of the M sublevel of the J state at 

steady state; and s1gnalll and signal1 are defined as in Sec. II-B. 

We furtbermore a.ssume that at steady state only the M := 0 sublevel 

of the J state is populated; i.e., No ~ N a.nd all other NM's are equal 

to zero. 

Therefore, jn me J == J' + 1 case,we have 

, J-l 
.2 N J 2N + ~ 2 (J2 _ ,,2) 

IX J 2_J'+1 - 0J+l ~ 1'1 

C M==l 
(Ref. 28) 

2 0N 0?N J-l 2 
J N + 2;+1 (J - l)JL - 2J'~+1 L M 

- M==l 

2 N 
J 2J+1 

-. -¥ J(J + 1) < 0 

s1gnal
1 

a: ? L 
MM' 

M:=.O, ••• ,J 

J 
a: 2 L -41 (J' + M - l)(J + M)(--.:!L - N) , 2J+1 1'1 

M==O 
J 

:= 1: [- (J - 1) J(2-)?J + L (J + M 1) (J t 1'1) N 2 2J+1 - . - . 2J+l 
M==l 

1 N 2 
:.= "6 2J+ 1 J (J" + 6J' - 1) > 0 • 
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In the J = J' case, we have 

by inspection. 

2N J 2 
C( 2J+1L. M 

M::::l 

:::: ~ J(J+l) > 0 , 

J 
lN [2 \" - 2 2J+l 2J (J+l) - 6 

M==-l 
(J - M + l)(J + M)] < 0 

C. Externally Applied Magnetic Field Ho 

Three Helmholtz coils have been used in the experiments. One coil 

provided the cancellation of the unneeded terrestrial magnetic component, 

and was powered by a current-regulated dc power supply (North Hills 

precision current source model CS-ll). The other two coils provided 

the field H. A dc current was sent flowing into one of them by a o 

Trygon T50-750current-regulated power supply to produce a steady 

magnetic field of the desired magnitude. In order to avoid an over-

load of the power supply, this was connected to the third coil to 

produce a saw-tooth linearly changed magnetic field, which was driven 

and triggered by an Exact-250 function generator. The current from 

this power supply was regulat~d to better than one part in 104 . 'I'he 

circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 15. 
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D. Mechanical Switch 

To eliminate the stray magnetic field of about 0.5 gauss produced 

by the indirect cathode heating element of the electron gun, in \-lhicb 

usually 5-A current was maintained, the heater current was turned on 

and off at about 50 Hz, and the signal from the preamplifier was 

detected only \-Ihen the heater circui twas off. 'This process was accom-

pUshed by a mechanical switch driven by a Hewlett-Packard 21lA square-

wave generator; the circuit diagram of this mechanical switch is shmVl1 

in Ij'ig. 16. Because of the massive cathode used, the electron-beam 

current changed by a negligi.ble amount during switching. Since the 

signal was not received by the phase-sensitive amplifier (Princeton 

Applied Research JB-5) at all times, and some noise arose from the 

action of this s"li tch, the signal accumulation time of the time-averaging 

system must be extended. Some improvements in making a perfectly non-

inductive heating element are under investigation. 

3 + 2 
Experiments on rf Resonances of the Xe( P

2
) and Xe ( P

3
/

2
) States 

'The experimental apparatus is alinost identical to that used in 

the experiment on the magnetic resonance of the Ne metastable state,3 

v1i th slight improvements in the optical arrangement and the electronic 

detecti.on system. Figures 17 and 18 are block diagrams of the experi-

mental arrangements. 

The resonance radiation at 8409 R, corresponding to the 3S1 _3p2 

transition, was linearly polarized and filtered by a narrow-band filter 

made by Spectrolab} Inc. at about 35% transmission with a bandwidth of 

l:;iR. One or two RCA ,{102 photomultiplier tubes Vlere used for light 
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detection. No liquid nitrogen cooling was used, since the time-

averaging system we used can overcome the tube-noise problem. 

The rf oscillating magnetic field was created and amplitude-modulated 

at about 700 Hz by ineans of a General Radio 805-C high-frequency generator 

v/hose output was amplitude-modulated by the audio-frequency output of 

the PAR JE-5 lock-in amplifier. 

+ 2 
The signal-to-noise ratio of the Xe ( P

3
/

2
) resonance was quite 

small, although that of the xe(3P2 ) resonance was quite large. This 

required long-time averaging by assigning a linearly changed field value 

to the channels of the ,multichannel pulse-height analyzer. The signal 

strength was converted to pulses of varying height corresponding to the 

cha;r;,nel number (using the arrangement as shown in Fig. 17). Alternatively, 

these signals were converted to data pulses in a single channel at constant 

height with the PHA operating in time mode (using the arrangement as 

sho"~ ·in Figs. 18 and 19). Typically, an integration time of about 

+ 2 
3 hours was required for the Xe ( P 3/2) resonance. The signal-to-noise 

ratio of the xe(3P2) resonance was high enough so that one could observe 

it from an Esterline-Angus recorder connected to the moni,tor of the 

lock-in amplifier. However, this output was also fed into the PHA in 

order to compare the relative amplitudes and signs of the two resonance 

curves, and to calibrate the magnetic-field sweep region. 

F. Experiment on Intensity Beats in Resonance Absorpti.on 

1. Principle of the Experiment 

If the externally applied magnetic field Ho is perpendicular to 

the electron beam, the system of atoms in the metastable state is not 

.' 
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cylindrically s~etric~l about ~he field Ho.Therefore, the system 

commences a Larmor precession about the field H. Since the system o 

is aligned,' not oriented'~ ':pr~cession by 180 degrees is the same as 

360-deg precession about H. Now consider the case of pulsed electron
o 

beam excitation; the duration of the pulse is much shorter than the 

Larmor period; the first pulse excites and alignes the system of meta-

stable atoms, which then executes a Larmor prec~ssion about Ho' The 

second pulse, coming in ~ Larmor period' later, creates another group 

of aligned metastable atoms, which precess about Ho in phase vlith the 

metastable atoms already aligned by the first pulse. Thus from thi s 

classi.cal point of view, an aligned population \Vill precess about the 

external magnetic field H synchronously (coherently) when it is o 

produced by short electron pulses repeated at half the Larmor period; 

Le., at tvlice the Larmor frequency. The decay of the aligned. popula-

tion due to spin relaxation will be compensated by the successive 

excitation by the pulsed electron beam. 

If one monitors such a system with linearly polarized resonance 

radiation connecting the metastable state to a higher state, one finds 

that the light absorption is modulated at twice the Larmor frequency. 

This can also be visualized by a classical picture, as shown in Fig. 20. 

A virtual electric dipole in the atom is created by the linearly polarized 

light. Because of Larmor precession of the atom due to a magnetic-dipole 

interaction with H , the virtual electric-dipole oscillator vJill also . 0 

precess about H ; then the amount of light absorbed by the atom will o 

reach two maxima in one precession, whe~ever the virtual linear oscil-

lator is parallel to the direction of the polarization of the light. 

lbus the light absorption is modulated at twice the Larmor frequency. 

•• 
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2. Modulation of the Electron Beam 

As shown in Fig. 21, for achieving high-frequency modulation of 

a space-charge-neutralized high-current electron beam, we interrupted 

the electron flow from the cathode to the ground, using as a switch a 

fast-response transistor 2N2893 capable of drawing a high current. We 

found that we were able to achieve 100'% modulation of the electron 

beam with a peak-to-peak current of 400 rnA at about 3 MHz. 

Although the lifetime of the metastable state of Hg is typically 

a few milliseconds, the spin-relaxation time is much shorter; spin-

relaxation time can be readily measured either by the bandwidth associated 

with paramagnetic resonance of the metastable state or by the magnetic 

bandwidth associated with the Hanle effect of resonance radiation absorp-

tion. Since the experimental setup for the observation of the Hanle 

effect needed only very little modification to satisfy the experimental 

conditions for the beat experiment, vie determined the spin-relaxation 

time of the metastable state of Hg by observing the Ranle effect. The 

signal is shown in Figs. 22 and 23. By matching this curve to the 

second term of Eq. (50) or Eq. (60), we obtained the spin-relaxation 

time T of the (3pr) state of Hg; under our experimental conditions it 
c. 

-4 
1-Jas 2 X 10 sec. As we have already stated in the introduction, the 

rarmor frequency 6.v == Wo/21C »~; in order to observe the beat phenomena, 

'de decided to use 2.89 MHz for electron-beam modulation (because we had 

a narrow-band amplifier tuned at this frequency). 

Because the externally applied magnetic field H , which was at 
o 

right angle to the modulated electron beam, was only about 1 gauss, the 

deflection of the electron beam was so small that no correction needed 

to be considered. 

•• 
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3. Experimental Arrangement 

Figure 24 shows the block diagram of the experimental setup. For 

observing the Hanle effect, the only modifications are (a) connecting 

the output of photomultiplier directly to the preamplifier, and (b) 

changing the magnetic field sweep to the neighborhood of zero value 

to include zero field. The highe st frequency that can be locked by 

the PAR JB-5 lock-in amplifier is 150 kHz, much smaller than the modula-

tion frequency of ,the light absorption. In order to use the lock-in 

amplifier, we modu.lated the external magnetic field H at about 700 Hz; 
o 

therefore, the shape of the signal appeared as a dispersion curve 

instead of a bell shape, as was the case when we modulated the rf 

oscillating magnetic field in the magnetic resonances of the xe(3P2 ) 

+ 2 .. 
and Xe ( P

3
/ 2 ) states. 

.. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

A. Experiments on the Magnetic Resonances of xe(3P2 ) and xe+(2p3/) 

Figures 25 and 26 show the optic~l absorption curves of xe(3p2 ) 

+ 2 
and Xe ( P

3
/ 2 ) as a function of the applied magnetic field Ho with the 

frequency of the rf oscillating magnetic field fixed. The magne tic 

field value was calibrated from the magnetic resonance bf a metastable 

state of the even isotope of Xe 

beam magnetic resonance 33 to be 

whose gJ value is .known from the atomic 

+ 2 
- 1·50089±O.00006. 1ne Xe ( P3/2) 

rragnetic resonance was identified by noting its resonance positions 

corresponding to the calculated value of gJ with respect to the gJ 

and gF values of the metastable state of even and odd isotopes of Xe. 

The signals shown in Fig. 25 are correlated with resonances in the 
--, . + 2 

xeep2) and Xe ( P
3

/
2

) states of even isotopes. Figure 26 shows the 

magnetic resonances, at a higher rf power level than in Fig. 25, of 

(a) odd isotopes of 129xe(3P2) and l3~e(3p2)' and (b) of even isotopes 

+ 2 
of Xe ( P

3
/

2
) which have a power dip, in addition to (c) a resonance, 

corresponding to g:= - 1.2530±O.0040, that is due to cascading from 

the long-lived excited state that decays to the short-lived intermediate 

state by emitting infrared light, and then decays to the metastable 

state while maintaining its initial alignment because of unidirectional 

electron-impact excitation (a detailed description of the method for 

identifying the long-lived excited state will be published elsewhere). 

. 129 (3 ) / / 131 3 Measured g values of Xe P2 with I:= 1 2, F := 5 2, and Xe( P2) 

with I:= 3/2 and F:= 3/2 are both - 1.2007±O.0040. Figure 27 shows 

a magnetic resonance corresponding to gF:= - 1.7986±o.0023 which 

belongs to l29xe(3P2) with F:= 3/2. 

(j 
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It is interesting that the relative signs of the resonance signals 

of xe(3P2 ) and xe+(2p3/2) are opposite to each other. From Eqs. (39) 

/
+2 

through (42), we conclude that n3/2 is greater than n 4 when Xe ( P3/ 2 ) 

reaches its steady state, namely Mr = ± 3/2 magnetic sublevels are 

more populated than Mr = ± 1/2 sublevels by unidirectional electron

beam excitation of the Xe ground state or 3P2 state. 

At first glance, this surprising conclusion about the population 

distribution, drawn from the results of the rate equations we calculated, 

may fail to convince those who are acquainted with the Dehmelt type 

lI spin exchange" experiments. 5 In those experiments, two species of 

atoms were contained in a .cell. The No. 1 species of atoms was oriented 

by circularly polarized resonance radiation; through spin exchange, this 

orientation transferred to the No.2 species of atoms. If then a rf 

oscillating magnetic field was applied which was capable of equalizing 

the population of the No.2 species among their magnetic sublevels, 

this equalization transferred back to the No. 1 species through its 

spin exchange in collisions with a depolarizing species No.2. 

With this clear physical picture in mind, one notices that 

+ 2 
at the steady state of Xe ( P

3
/ 2 ), as shown in Fig. 28. 

A thicker line expresses more population in that magnetic sublevel. 

We already know the population distribution of xe(3P2 ) states in the 

+ 2 steady state. An equalization of the population of Xe ( P
3

/ 2 ) caused 

by a rf magnetic field will transfer to the xe(3P2 ) state through the 

"spin-exchange" collisions, giving the same result (though with different 

degree) as applying a rf magnetic field to di~ectly resonate the xe(3P2 ) 

state. Therefore, the signs of the two magnetic resonance signals would 

seem to be the same! 

• 
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The contradiction can be resolved when one notes that the initial 

conditions for the Dehmelt-type spin experiments and our "spin-exchange" 

experiment are different. In the former case, an orientation of the 

No. 2 species was produced by spin-exchange collisions; and in our case, 

the alignment of No. 2 species was predominantly achieved by unidirec

tional electron-beam impact. Two collisions between the two species 

are needed for observing the rf magnetic resonance of the No.2 species 

in the former case, but only one collision between the two species is 

needed in this experiment. For simplicity, suppose that each species 

has only two magnetic sublevels, and that the population distribution 

is just reversed at steady state, as shown in Fig. 29. Under the condi

tion of conservation of total angular momentum, only when the m' = ± 1/2 

sublevel in species No.2 interacts with the m = + 1/2 sublevel in 

species No.1, there is a net population-distribution change of both 

species. If we consider the spin-exchange interaction only, the rate 

of population change of any sublevel is proportional to the occupations 

of the tHO interacting sublevels. But when we consider also the produc

tion rate to each sublevel of each species by electron impact, the decay 

rate, and the spin-relaxation rate, etc" the situation is not so simple. 

At steady state, though level C (m' = 1/2) of No. 2 species and level B 

(m -- - 1/2) of No.1 species are more populated, there is no net popula

tion change of any sublevel, unless one of the sublevels such as level 

D of species No.2 increases its population because of some other inter

action. Then the population-enhanced level D starts to interact with 

the level A, which is in the other species and has opposite sign, to 

reduce the increased population in level D. Because of the conservation 
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of the particles, as the population of level D of species Ho. 2 is 

increased, that of level C of the same species is decreased. But 

level C does not interact with the other species, since if it did so 

its population would .be further reduced. From the above argwnent, ve 

know immediately that when a rf magnetic field is used to equalize the 

population of the levels C and D of species No.2, the population-

increased sublevel, level D, will interact with level A of specie s 

No. 1. This results in an lIantidepolarlzationll of species No. 1. 

Therefo:ce, the arguments on lithe depolarIzation transformation through 

the spin-exchange collis:'Lon" cannot be generally used in all the " . spln-

exchange II experiments. 

Comparing thi s simplified example with our experiment, 'Ive notice 

that if n3/2 > n l / 2 at the steady state of Xc +(2p 3/2)' 'ehe rf magnetic 

+ 2 3 resonance of Xe ( P
3

/
2

) will cause m = 0 of Xe( P
2

) state to be more 

populated; as a result the resonance signal of Xe + (2P3/) 'Ivill have 

opposite sign from that of illc'lgnetic resonance of xe(3p2 ) state. 

Although we still asswne n3/2 > nl / 2 at the steady state of 

Xe(2P3/
2
)i.norder to make the calculation consistent ,,;ith experimental 

result, we believe that some detal1.ed theoretical derivation and experi-

mental proof are necessary to find the right answer, or to give a possible 

reason for the relative populations. We can still examine our rate 

equations and the asswnptions we made by calculating some other knmm 

experimental results. 

:Firstly, we check with the Dehmelt-t:rpe spin-exchange experiment, 

as shown in Fig. 30, using the identical notations as used ln Sec. II.B. 

We ,"rite the rate equ.ations of the l'Jo. 1 species as 
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Fig. 30. Calculations of the depolarization and antidepolarization. 
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and 

and 

Adding them together, we obtain Nl/2 + N_1/2 = T(a +~) = N, the 

conservation of particles. Solving for Nl / 2 ' we get 

van I' 
(1 + 1 2)N + ~ 

W W 

(I) Suppose that the initial conditions are a t 0, ~ - 0, 

'l'hen 

vanN 
2W 

::0; - --~"---'-- < ° 
2 + ~ + van 

TW W 

which means that when we depolarize the No. 2 species by a rf magnetic 

field, the No. 1 species is also depolarized through the spin-exchange 

collisions with No. 2 species, as shown in Fig. 30. 

(II) Suppose that the initial conditions are a = 0; ~ t 0, 

nl / 2 ~ n, n_ 1/ 2 ~ 0, as in Fig. 29. Then 

c..' 
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vcrnN 
2W 

We get the same results as the explanation given on page 82. 

Now let us consider an experj.ment on the nuclear alignment of the 

13L- 1 25131 -Xe groillld state by metastabi ity exchange. The Xe ground state 

(lSO) with I == 3/2 was aligned through exchange collisions with the 

aligned metastable state of Xe excited by unidirectional electron-beam 

impact. Since l3~e(lso) has I == 3/2, the rate equations are more 

or less as those we have used in Sec. II.B with the production rates 

ex' and [:3' equaling sero, and the decay time T' approaching 00. Considering 

the hfs of 131
Xe (3p), Vie get 

and 

Setting ex' 

ex' vcr (n + -) + T:- Nn 
w '+w 

4 [1 + _1_ + vcr (3N N / )] 
4T' W 4V1 2 - '7 2 

( [:3 , ) vcrn ( n+- +- N-N) 
w 2w 2 

+ 1 + vcr (3N N ) ] 
~T'W 4w 2 - '7/2 

[:3' == 0, T' ~ 00, we have, at steady state, 

vcr 
n + T:-w Nn 

I __ 3/2 _______ ~'+~w ______ _ 

+ vcr (3N _ 
4w 2 

n + _vcr (N _ ) N2 n 
I == 3/2 == __ ---=2w=-__ -=--_ 

4[1 + vcr (3N _ )] 
4w 2 N7/ 2 
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Therefore since at steady state (see Fig. 31). 

FrOm this result, the observed magnetic resonance signal of the 

13~e(lso) with I = 3/2 will have the same sign as the magnetic reso

nance of xe(3Pr). Figure 32 shows the two signals; it gives the evidence 
. c:. 

for the above statement. 

When there is no magnetic field gradient in the space between the 

anode and cathode of the electron gun, the half-bandwidth of the magnetic 

resonance curve is the natural half-bandwidth 6v. From 6v = Win, the 

spin-relaxation time l/W can be obtained. This has been derived by 

Colegrove,3
1
+ using the time-dependent transition probability p(J ,m,m' ,t )35 

for the transitions between the magnetic sublevels of the He metastable 

state induced by a rf magnetic field (instead of l/W) in the signal 

calculation based on the solution of the rate equations. 

B. Experiments on Intensity Beats 

Figure 33 shows the 2.89-MHz component of the optical absorption 

as a function of the externally applied magnetic field; the peak absorp-

tion corresponds to a magnetic field of H = 688±lO mG at v
L 

= 1.445 MHz. 

To make certain that the signals were real, we shifted the electron-beam 

modulation frequency to 2.72 MHz and observed the proper shift of the 

beat signal, as shown in Fig. 34. 

"" 
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Fig. 32. The first trace (a) shows the magnetic resonance of Xe (3 p 2) 

even isotopes. The second trace (b) shows the nuclear magnetic 
131. 1 re sonance of Xe In the So ground state with a linearly oscil-

lating magnetic field of v = 2.5680 kHz. The third trace (c) shows 

a typical NMR signal by a digitalized signal-averaging system 

for four sweeps over the resonance at different Hand J values 
o 

from those of trace (b). 
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Fig. 33· Resonance-radiation-absorption beat signal with electron beam 
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v. CONCLUSION 

Using a simple diode-strrLlcture electron gLln which can emit a high-

current-densi ty, low-energy and unj.directional electron beam under the 

space-charge-neuLralization condition, and employing relatively simple 

2 
apparatus, we have readily observed the ionic ground state P3/2 of 

the xenon atom (which is very difficult to observe by more conventional 

methods). We also observed the beats in the resonance absorption of 

the metastable state 3P2 of the mercury atom; the absorption is, in 

principle, quite similar to that observed by Bell and Bloom36 using 

the optical method. In addition to the advantage of the fast pumping 

speed of the space-charge-neutralized high-current-density electron 

beam which has been exhibited in our experi ments, '·le also have the 

advantage of electron-impact excitation, V7hich can put the atoms into 

any excited state, and into the ionic ground state with less selection-

rule restriction than can optical excitation. Since electron-impact 

excitation can only align the atoms, our method should w:Jrk with a 

variety of easily vaporized atoms having a total angular momentum 

larger than 1/2 for the ionic ground state. Recently, we have made 

ff t t b th 1 ' . t . f l29X . th 1 some e or s 0 0 serve· e nuc.ear orlenta lon 0 e Wl· nuc ear 

spin 1==1/2 by "electron pumping," "optical pumping," and possible 

"metastabili ty exchange," using nearly the sallie expe:cimental arrange

+ ? 
ment, as we used in the rf resonance of Xe (-P3/2) state through "spin 

exchange" 1vith the xe(3p2 ) state except that we changed the polarJza-

tioD of the incident resonance radiation and tht;; direction of the 

externally s.pplied magnetic field; the first fevl tries have indicated 

that our method worked. 'l'l1e advantages of our method, be:sides the 
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above mentioned, are: (a) only one collision is needed to observe the 

rf resonance, while the conventional method demands at least two, thu.s 

requiring relatively long spin-relaxation times of the colliding species 

Or higher pressurej (b) our electron gun operated under lm'ler gas pres-

( -3 -4) . Sure about 10 to 10 torr, therefore the collision of the aligned 

or oriented atoms with other atoms could be reducedj (c) the high-flux 

electron beam in the electron gun ./as very stable, and therefore the 

fluctuation of the electron temperature was very little. 

Since no rf magnetic field, .,hich perturbs the exc:i.ted state, is 

needed :i.n the beats exper:i.ment, thls experiment can offer a new method 

for investigat:i.ng the excited sta.te of atoms that has a total angular 

momentum J > 0, and for g:i.ving informat:i.on about the hyperfine structure. 
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